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Abstract: Three male inbreds crossed on 6 female inbreds of maize were crossed in spring 2019. That was in Remedy city
43.260 longitude and 33.43 latitude, Anbar, Iraq. There were 18 crosses seeds obtained and grown in fall planting of same
year along with male and female inbreds. The objectives were to determine combining ability and some other genetic
parameters. The inbreeds AGR11 gave higher plant grain yield (120.51g), while the cross AGR3 × AGR11 gave higher plant
grain yield (2.51g). Tester inbred AGR3 gave higher positive effect of combining ability in grain yield (2.51g). The best effect
of general combining ability in grain yield and rows per ear for inbred DR-B1 are 5.511 and 0.593, respectively. This initiated
the high magnitude of this inbred to transfer traits to the cross. The cross S7 × AGR 21 gave higher effect of positive specific
combining ability of grain yield (5.611g). General combining ability component variance was less than specific combining
ability. Over dominance variance (σ2D) was higher than additive variance (σ2A) for all traits studied. This indicates that over
dominance effect was controlling most of traits. That lead to low h2n.s% and degree of dominance. We can conclude that
some inbreds could be improved by salting and selection to develop elite hybrids.
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1. Introduction
Maize (Zea maiys L.) in Iraq is still average world

productivity, although too many hybrids and synthetic
are being grown by farmers in the country. This could
be due to poor soil and crop management practices.
However, hybrids should cover all acreage in the country
for their higher productivity as compared to synthetics.
Maize grains are being used as a concentrate meal for
animals and used in bakery for humans. The grains
contain enough essential amino acids and nutrients along
with starch and oil. Some countries started using maize
for biofuel. The grain yield of maize is a quantitative
trait controlled by thousands of genes not directly
correlated to grain yield. For this reason, direct selection
for grain yield per se is not efficient to increase
productivity. Counting on traits positively correlated to
grain yield are more promising to increase yield [Ojo et
al. (2006)]. Specific combining ability is the important

trail of inbreds to develop elite hybrids. General
combining ability is referred to average performance
of inbreds via their crosses as compared to the overall
average of crosses and it describes the additive gene
action of traits. Specific combining ability is referred to
ability of inbred cross to give better value as compared
to mean of that inbred crosses. The value of any
genotype is estimated through its productivity, desirable
characteristics and ability to combine. Therefore, the
use of combining ability analysis in plant breeding
programs specially maize, was a basis for identifying
the nature of the gene action that controls the
inheritance of quantitative traits . Bello and Olaoye
(2009) reported the wide genetic diversity between the
two chosen inbreds to have an elite hybrid. Meanwhile,
environment is another variable included in the program,
since the outcome of a hybrid is a result of G × E
interaction [Comstoc and Robinson (1948)]. Griffing
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